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The Three Questions

What is the problem?

What is new or different?

What are the contributions and limitations?



The Challenge

Ensure integrity of binaries

Make sure the code loaded is the right code

Ensure integrity of execution

Make sure the code running is the right code



Trusted Computing

Basic idea

Establish root of trust: load code, verify execution

Apply recursively across OS, applications

Attest to chain of trust

To outside monitor

Think organizational intrusion detector

To running application

Think digital rights management (DRM)

Approaches

Hardware: tamper-resistant chip with secret key (TPM)

Software: challenge-response protocol (Pioneer)



Pioneer: Basic Setup

2.3 Attacker Model

We assume an adversary who has complete control over the soft-

ware of the untrusted platform. In other words, the adversary has

administrative privileges and can tamper with all software on the

untrusted platform including the OS. However, we assume that the

adversary does not modify the hardware on the untrusted platform.

For example, the adversary does not load malicious firmware onto

peripheral devices such as network cards or disk controllers, or re-

place the CPU with a faster one. In addition, the adversary does not

perform DMA-based attacks like scheduling a DMA-write causing

a benign peripheral device to overwrite the executable between the

time of measurement and time of invocation.

3 PIONEER OVERVIEW

In this section, we give an overview of the verification function and

describe the challenge-response protocol used to set up a dynamic

root of trust on the execution platform and to obtain the guarantee

of verifiable code execution.

3.1 The verification function

The verification function is the central component of the Pioneer

system. It is responsible for performing an integrity measurement

on the executable, setting up an execution environment for the ex-

ecutable that ensures untampered execution, and invoking the ex-

ecutable. As Figure 1 shows, the verification function has three

parts: a checksum code, a hash function and a send function.
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3. Checksum

4. Hash

5. Hash of code

6. Invoke

7. Result (optional)

Dispatcher Untrusted Platform

Verification funcVerification func

Checksum codeChecksum code

Send functionSend function

Hash functionHash function

ExecutableExecutable

Expected memory layout

Figure 1: Overview of Pioneer. The numbers represent the

temporal ordering of events.

Checksum code. The checksum code computes a checksum over

the entire verification function, and sets up an execution environ-

ment in which the send function, the hash function and the exe-

cutable are guaranteed to run untampered by any malicious soft-

ware on the untrusted platform. The checksum code computes a

fingerprint of the verification function, i.e., if even a single byte of

the verification function code is different, the checksum will be dif-

ferent with a high probability. Thus, a correct checksum provides

a guarantee to the dispatcher that the verification function code is

unmodified. However, an adversary could attempt to manipulate

the checksum computation to forge the correct checksum value in

spite of having modified the verification function. For example, the

adversary could detect when the checksum code reads the altered

memory locations and redirect the read to other memory locations

where the adversary has stored the correct values. To detect such

manipulations, we construct the verification function such that if an

adversary tries to manipulate the checksum computation, the com-

putation time will noticeably increase. Thus, a correct checksum

obtained within the expected amount of time is a guarantee to the

dispatcher that the verification function code on the untrusted plat-

form is unmodified and that there is an environment for untampered

execution on the untrusted platform. In other words, the dispatcher

obtains the guarantee that there is a dynamic root of trust on the

untrusted platform.

Hash function. We use SHA-1 as the hash function to perform the

integrity measurement of the executable. Although the collision re-

sistance property of SHA-1 has been compromised, we rely on the

second-preimage collision resistance property for which SHA-1 is

still considered secure. To achieve this property, we design the hash

function so that it computes the hash of the executable as a function

of a nonce that is sent by the dispatcher. Thus, the adversary cannot

take advantage of the compromised collision resistance property of

SHA-1 to create to two different copies of the executable both of

which have the same hash value. After the measurement, the hash

function invokes the executable.

Send function. The send function returns the checksum and in-

tegrity measurement to the dispatcher over the communication link.

3.2 The Pioneer Protocol

The dispatcher uses a challenge-response protocol to obtain the

guarantee of verifiable code execution on the untrusted platform.

The protocol has two steps. First, the dispatcher obtains an assur-

ance that there is a dynamic root of trust on the untrusted platform.

Second, the dispatcher uses the dynamic root of trust to obtain the

guarantee of verifiable code execution.

1. D : t1 ! current time,nonce
R
!{0,1}n

D" P : #nonce$
2. P : c! Checksum(nonce,P)
3. P" D : #c$

D : t2 ! current time
if (t2% t1 > !t) then exit with failure
else verify checksum c

4. P : h! Hash(nonce,E)
5. P" D : #h$

D : verify measurement result h
6. P : transfer control to E
7. E " D : #result (optional)$

Figure 2: The Pioneer protocol. The numbering of events is

the same as in Figure 1. D is the dispatcher, P the verification

function, and E is the executable.

We describe the challenge-response protocol in Figure 2. The

dispatcher first sends a challenge containing a random nonce to the

untrusted platform, initiating the checksum computation of the ver-

ification function. The untrusted platform uses the checksum code

that is part of the verification function to compute the checksum.

The checksum code also sets up an execution environment to en-

sure that the send function, the hash function and the executable can

execute untampered. After computing the checksum, the checksum

code invokes the send function to return the checksum to the dis-

patcher. The dispatcher has a copy of the verification function and

can independently verify the checksum. Also, since the dispatcher

knows the exact hardware configuration of the untrusted platform,

the dispatcher knows the expected time duration of the checksum

computation. After the send function returns the checksum to the

dispatcher, it invokes the hash function. The hash function mea-

sures the executable by computing a hash over it as a function of

the dispatcher’s nonce and returns the hash of the executable to the

dispatcher using the send function. The dispatcher also has a copy
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Assumptions and Attackers

Assumptions

Dispatchers knows exact hardware configuration

Network provides message-origin authentication

Untrusted platform only communicates w/dispatcher

Attacker

Has complete control over software

Does not modify hardware nor firmware

Does not issue DMA requests



Checksum Code

Time-optimal implementation

Use instructions that are hard to replace, implement faster

add, xor

Ensure that operations in one block depend on previous

Instruction sequencing

Eliminate empty issue slots on superscalar CPUs



Checksum Code (2)

CPU state inputs

Avoid memory copy attack

Include PC and data pointer
in checksum

Known (virtual) address

of the executable and can independently verify the hash value. The

hash function then invokes the executable, which optionally returns

the execution result to the dispatcher.

4 DESIGN OF THE CHECKSUM CODE

In this section, we discuss the design of the checksum code that is

part of the verification function. The design is presented in a CPU-

architecture-independent manner. First, we discuss the properties

of the checksum code, and explain how we achieve these properties

and what attacks these properties can prevent or help detect. Then,

we explain how we set up an execution environment in which the

hash function, the send function and the executable execute un-

tampered. In Section 5, we shall describe how to implement the

checksum code on an Intel Pentium IV Xeon processor.

4.1 Required Properties of the Checksum Code

The checksum code has to be constructed such that adversarial tam-

pering results in either a wrong checksum or a noticeable time

delay. We now describe the required properties of the checksum

code and explain how these properties achieve the goals mentioned

above.

Time-optimal implementation. Our checksum code needs to be

the checksum code sequence with the fastest running time; other-

wise the adversary could use a faster implementation of the check-

sum code and use the time saved to forge the checksum. Unfor-

tunately, it is an open problem to devise a proof of optimality for

our checksum function. Promising research directions to achieve a

proof of optimality are tools such as Denali [15] or superopt [10]

that automatically generate the most optimal code sequence for ba-

sic code blocks in a program. However, Denali currently only op-

timizes simple code that can be represented by assignments, and

superopt would not scale to the code size of our checksum func-

tion.

To achieve a time-optimal implementation, we use simple in-

structions such as add and xor that are challenging to implement

faster or with fewer operations. Moreover, the checksum code is

structured as code blocks such that operations in one code block

are dependent on the result of operations in the previous code block.

This prevents operation reordering optimizations across code blocks.

Instruction sequencing to eliminate empty issue slots. Most

modern CPUs are superscalar, i.e., they issue multiple instructions

in every clock cycle. If our checksum code does not have a suffi-

cient number of issuable instructions every clock cycle, then one or

more instruction issue slots will remain empty. An adversary could

exploit an empty issue slot to execute additional instructions with-

out overhead. To prevent such an attack, we need to arrange the

instruction sequence of the checksum code so that the processor is-

sue logic always has a sufficient number of issuable instructions for

every clock cycle. Note that we cannot depend solely on the pro-

cessor out-of-order issue logic for this since it is not guaranteed that

the out-of-order issue logic will always be able to find a sufficient

number of issuable instructions.

CPU state inputs. The checksum code is self-checksumming, i.e.,

it computes a checksum over its own instruction sequence. The

adversary can modify the checksum code so that instead of check-

summing its own instructions, the adversary’s checksum code com-

putes a checksum over a correct copy of the instructions that is

stored elsewhere in memory. We call this attack a memory copy at-

tack. This attack is also mentioned by Wurster et al. in connection

with their attack on software tamperproofing [28]. The adversary

can perform the memory copy attack in three different ways: 1) as

shown in Figure 3(b), the adversary executes an altered checksum

function from the correct location in memory, but computes the

checksum over a correct copy of the checksum function elsewhere

in memory; 2) as shown in Figure 3(c), the adversary does not move

the correct checksum code, but executes its modified checksum

code from other locations in memory; or 3) the adversary places

both the correct checksum code and its modified checksum code

in memory locations that are different from the memory locations

where the correct checksum code originally resided, as shown in

Figure 3(d).

It is obvious from the above description that when the adversary

performs a memory copy attack, either the adversary’s Program

Counter (PC) value or the data pointer value or both will differ from

the correct execution. We cause the adversary to suffer an execution

time overhead for the memory copy attack by incorporating both

the PC and the data pointer value into the checksum. In a memory

copy attack, the adversary will be forced to forge one or both of

these values in order to generate the correct checksum, leading to

an increase in execution time.

Both the PC and the data pointer hold virtual addresses. The

verification function is assumed to execute from a range of virtual

addresses that is known to the dispatcher. As a result, the dispatcher

knows the excepted value of the PC and the data pointer and can

compute the checksum independently.

V. func
PC

DP

(a) No attack, PC

and DP are within the

correct range.

V. func

PC

DP

Mal. func

(b) Memory copy at-

tack 1. PC correct,

but DP incorrect.

V. func

PC

DP

Mal. func

(c) Memory copy at-

tack 2. PC incorrect,

DP correct.

V. func

PC

DP

Mal. func

(d) Memory copy at-

tack 3. PC and DP in-

correct.

Figure 3: Memory copy attacks. PC refers to the program

counter, DP refers to the data pointer, V.func refers to the ver-

ification function, and Mal. func refers to the malicious verifi-

cation function.

Iterative checksum code. As Figure 4 shows, the checksum code

consists of three parts; the initialization code, the checksum loop

and the epilog code. The most important part is the checksum loop.

Each checksum loop reads one memory location of the verification

function and updates the running value of the checksum with the

memory value read, a pseudo-random value and some CPU state in-
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Checksum Code (3)

Iterative checksum code

Each iteration incorporates
one memory location

Adversary incurs constant
time overhead per iteration

Verification Function

Checksum Initialization Code

Checksum Loop

Epilog Code

Send Function

Hash Function

O
rd
er
o
f
ex
ecu
tio
n

Figure 4: Functional structure of the verification function. The

checksum code consists of an initialization code, the checksum

loop which computes the checksum, and the epilog code that

runs after the checksum loop but before the send function.

formation. If the adversary alters the checksum function but wants

to forge a correct checksum output, it has to manipulate the val-

ues of one or more of the inputs in every iteration of the checksum

code, causing a constant time overhead per iteration.

Strongly-ordered checksum function. A strongly-ordered func-

tion is a function whose output differs with high probability if the

operations are evaluated in a different order. A strongly-ordered

function requires an adversary to perform the same operations on

the same data in the same sequence as the original function to ob-

tain the correct result. For example, if a1,a2,a3,a4 and a5 are ran-

dom inputs, the function a1!a2+a3!a4+a5 is strongly-ordered.

We use a strongly ordered function consisting of alternate add and

xor operations for two reasons. First, this prevents parallelization,

as at any step of the computation the current value is needed to

compute the succeeding values. For example, the correct order of

evaluating the function a1!a2+a3!a4 is (((a1!a2)+a3)!a4).
If the adversary tries to parallelize the computation by computing

the function in the order ((a1 ! a2) + (a3 ! a4)), the output will
be different with high probability. Second, the adversary cannot

change the order of operations in the checksum code to try to speed

up the checksum computation. For example, if the adversary eval-

uates a1 ! a2 + a3 ! a4 in the order (a1 ! (a2 + (a3 ! a4))), the
output will be different with high probability.

In addition to using a strongly ordered checksum function, we

also rotate the checksum. Thus, the bits of the checksum change

their positions from one iteration of the checksum loop to the next,

which makes our checksum function immune to the attack against

the Genuinity function that we point out in our earlier paper [21].

Small code size. The size of the checksum loop needs to be small

for two main reasons. First, the code needs to fit into the processor

cache to achieve a fast and deterministic execution time. Second,

since the adversary usually has a constant overhead per iteration,

the relative overhead increases with a smaller checksum loop.

Low variance of execution time. Code execution time on modern

CPUs is non-deterministic for a number of reasons. We want a low

variance for the execution time of the checksum code so that the

dispatcher can easily find a threshold value for the correct execution

time. We leverage three mechanisms to reduce the execution time

variance of the checksum code. One, the checksum code executes

at the highest privilege CPU privilege level with all maskable inter-

rupts turned off, thus ensuring that no other code can run when the

checksum code executes. Two, the checksum code is small enough

to fit completely inside the CPU’s L1 instruction cache. Also, the

memory region containing the verification function is small enough

to fit inside the CPU’s L1 data cache. Thus, once the CPU caches

are warmed up, no more cache misses occur. The time taken to

warm up the CPU caches is a small fraction of the total execu-

tion time. As a result, the variance in execution time caused by

cache misses during the cache warm-up period is small. Three, we

sequence the instructions of the checksum code such that a suffi-

cient number of issuable instructions are available at each clock

cycle. This eliminates the non-determinism due to out-of-order ex-

ecution. As we show in our results in Section 5.3, the combination

of the above three factors leads to a checksum code with very low

execution time variance.

Keyed-checksum. To prevent the adversary from pre-computing

the checksum before making changes to the verification function,

and to prevent the replaying of old checksum values, the check-

sum needs to depend on a unpredictable challenge sent by the dis-

patcher. We achieve this in two ways. First, the checksum code

uses the challenge to seed a Pseudo-Random Number Generator

(PRNG) that generates inputs for computing the checksum. Sec-

ond, the challenge is also used to initialize the checksum variable

to a deterministic yet unpredictable value.

We use a T-function as the PRNG [18]. A T-function is a function

from n-bit words to n-bit words that has a single cycle length of 2n.

That is, starting from any n-bit value, the T-function is guaranteed

to produce all the other 2n"1 n-bit values before starting to repeat
the values. The T-function we use is x# x+(x2$5)mod2n, where
$ is the bitwise-or operator. Since every iteration of the checksum
code uses one random number to avoid repetition of values from

the T-function, we have to ensure that the number of iterations of

the checksum code is less than 2n when we use an n-bit T-function.

We use n= 64 in our implementation to avoid repetition.

It would appear that we could use a Message Authentication

Code (MAC) function instead of the simple checksum function

we use. MAC functions derive their output as a function of their

input and a secret key. We do not use a MAC function for two

reasons. First, the code of current cryptographic MAC functions

is typically large, which is against our goal of a small code size.

Also, MAC functions have much stronger properties than what we

require. MAC functions are constructed to be resilient to MAC-

forgery attacks. In a MAC-forgery attack, the adversary knows a

finite number of (data, MAC(data)) tuples, where each MAC value

is generated using the same secret key. The task of the adversary

is to generate a MAC for a new data item that will be valid un-

der the unknown key. It is clear that we do not require resilience

to the MAC forgery attack, as the nonce sent by the Pioneer dis-

patcher is not a secret but is sent in the clear. We only require that

the adversary be unable to pre-compute the checksum or replay old

checksum values.

Pseudo-random memory traversal. The adversary can keep a

correct copy of any memory locations in the verification function

it modifies. Then, at the time the checksum code tries to read one

of the modified memory locations, the adversary can redirect the

read to the location where the adversary has stored the correct copy.

Thus, the adversary’s final checksum will be correct. We call this

attack the data substitution attack. To maximize the adversary’s

time overhead for the data substitution attack, the checksum code

reads the memory region containing the verification function in a

pseudo-random pattern. A pseudo-random access pattern prevents

the adversary from predicting which memory read(s) will read the

modified memory location(s). Thus, the adversary is forced to

monitor every memory read by the checksum code. This approach

is similar to our earlier work in SWATT [21].
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Checksum Code (4)

Strongly-ordered function

Output differs if instructions are executed in different order

Example: a1 ⊕ a2 + a3 ⊕ a4 + a5

Prevents parallelization

Prevents re-ordering

Small code size

Ensures fast execution time since code fits into cache

Ensures adversary’s overhead is more noticeable



Checksum Code (5)

Low variance of execution time

Helps set threshold value through 3 techniques

Execute at highest CPU privilege level

No other code can run

Fit code into L1 instruction and data caches

Sequence instructions to fill superscalar issue slots

Well, not quite in real life



Checksum Code (6)

Keyed-checksum

Prevents precomputing of cecksum

Seed pseudo-random number generator used in loop

T-function: x ← x + (x2 ∨ 5) mod 2n

Initialize checksum value

Pseudo-random memory traversal

Prevents data substitution attack

Read O(n ln n) locations to cover entire verification function
with high probability (Coupon Collector’s Problem)



Are We There Yet?



No: Execution Environment

Highest privilege level with interrupts turned off

Prevent other code, including VMM from running

Incorporate status register into checksum

Includes carry & zero flags, interrupt flag

What about non-maskable interrupts?

Disable in epilog (why?)

Detect previous events by placing checksum on stack

Would be clobbered by interrupt handler

We use the result of the Coupon Collector’s Problem to guarantee

that the checksum code will read every memory location of the ver-

ification function with high probability, despite the pseudo-random

memory access pattern. If the size of the verification function is n

words, the result of the Coupon Collector’s Problem states: if X is

the number of memory reads required to read each of the n words

at least once, then Pr[X > cn lnn] ! n"c+1. Thus, after O(n lnn)
memory reads, each memory location is accessed at least once with

high probability.

4.2 Execution Environment for Untampered Code Execution

We now explain how the checksum code sets up an untampered

environment for the hash function, the send function, and the exe-

cutable.

Execution at highest privilege level with maskable interrupts

turned off. All CPUs have an instruction to disable maskable in-

terrupts. Executing this instruction changes the state of the inter-

rupt enable/disable bit in the CPU condition codes (flags)

register. The disable-maskable-interrupt instruction can

only be executed by code executing at the highest privilege level.

The initialization code, which runs before the checksum loop (see

Figure 4), executes the disable-maskable-interrupt in-

struction. If the checksum code is executing at the highest priv-

ilege level, the instruction execution proceeds normally and the

interrupt enable/disable flag in the flags register is set

to the disable state. If the checksum code is executing at lower

privilege levels one of two things can happen: 1) the disable-

maskable-interrupts instruction fails and the status of the

interrupt enable/disable flag is not set to disable, or

2) the disable-maskable-interrupt instruction traps into

software that runs at the highest privilege level. Case 2 occurs when

the checksum code is running inside a virtual machine (VM). Since

we assume a legacy computer system where the CPU does not have

support for virtualization, the VMmust be created using a software-

based virtual machine monitor (VMM) such as VMware [2]. The

VMM internally maintains a copy of the flags register for each VM.

When the VMM gains control as a result of the checksum code exe-

cuting the disable-maskable-interrupt instructions, the

VMM changes the state of the interrupt enable/disable

flag in the copy of the flags register it maintains for the VM and

returns control to the VM. This way, the actual CPU flags register

remains unmodified.

We incorporate the flags register into the checksum in each iter-

ation of the checksum loop. Note that the adversary cannot replace

the flags register with an immediate since the flags register contains

status flags, such as the carry and zero flag, whose state changes

as a result of arithmetic and logical operations. If the adversary

directly tries to run the checksum code at privilege levels lower

than the highest privilege level, the final checksum will be wrong

since the interrupt enable/disable flag will not be set to

the disable state. On the other hand, if the adversary tries to

cheat by using a software VMM, then each read of the flags regis-

ter will trap into the VMM or execute dynamically generated code,

thereby increasing the adversary’s checksum computation time. In

this way, when the dispatcher receives the correct checksum within

the expected time, it has the guarantee that the checksum code exe-

cuted at the highest CPU privilege level with all maskable interrupts

turned off. Since the checksum code transfers control to the hash

function and the hash function in turn invokes the executable, the

dispatcher also obtains the guarantee that both the hash function

and executable will run at the highest CPU privilege level with all

maskable interrupts turned off.

Stack Pointer

Stack Pointer Range

Word 0 Word 1 Word 2 Word 3 Word 4 Word 5

Low Address High Address

Figure 5: The stack trick. A part of the checksum (6 words long

in the figure) is on the stack. The stack pointer is randomly

moved to one of the locations between the markers by each it-

eration of the checksum code. Note that the stack pointer never

points to either end of the checksum.

Replacing exception handlers and non-maskable interrupt han-

dlers. Unlike maskable interrupts, exceptions and non-maskable

interrupts cannot be temporarily turned off. To ensure that the hash

function and executable will run untampered, we have to guarantee

that the exception handlers and the handlers for non-maskable in-

terrupts are non-malicious. We achieve this guarantee by replacing

the existing exception handlers and the handlers for non-maskable

interrupts with our own handlers in the checksum code. Since both

the hash function and the executable operate at the highest privilege

level, they should not cause any exceptions. Also, non-maskable

interrupts normally indicate catastrophic conditions, such as hard-

ware failures, which are low probability events. Hence, during

normal execution of the hash function and the executable, neither

non-maskable interrupts nor exceptions should occur. Therefore,

we replace the existing exception handlers and handlers for non-

maskable interrupts with code that consists only of an interrupt

return instruction (e.g., iret on x86). Thus, our handler imme-

diately returns control to whatever code was running before the in-

terrupt or exception occurred.

An intriguing problem concerns where in the checksum code we

should replace the exception and non-maskable interrupt handlers.

We cannot do this in the checksum loop since the instructions that

replace the exception and non-maskable interrupt handlers do not

affect the value of the checksum. Thus, the adversary can remove

these instructions and still compute the correct checksumwithin the

expected time. Also, we cannot place the instructions to replace the

exception and non-maskable interrupt handlers in the initialization

code, since the adversary can skip these instructions and jump di-

rectly into the checksum loop.

We therefore place the instructions that replace the handlers for

exceptions and non-maskable interrupts in the epilog code. The

epilog code (see Figure 4) is executed after the checksum loop is

finished. If the checksum is correct and is computed within the

expected time, the dispatcher is guaranteed that the epilog code is

unmodified, since the checksum is computed over the entire ver-

ification function. The adversary can, however, generate a non-

maskable interrupt or exception when the epilog code tries to run,

thereby gaining control. For example, the adversary can set an ex-

ecution break-point in the epilog code. The processor will then

generate a debug exception when it tries to execute the epilog code.

The existing debug exception handler could be controlled by the ad-

versary. This attack can be prevented by making use of the stack to

store a part of the checksum. The key insight here is that all CPUs

automatically save some state on the stack when an interrupt or ex-

ception occurs. If the stack pointer is pointing to the checksum that

is on the stack, any interrupt or exception will cause the processor

to overwrite the checksum. We ensure that the stack pointer always

points to the middle of the checksum on the stack (see Figure 5) so
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x86 Implementation

Indirectly include CPU state through absolute jumps

PC not available as operand

Avoid memory copy attacks

By using all registers to prevent register-based offsets

By randomly jumping to prevent immediate offsets

Adversary would have to space code blocks

Space out checksum on stack to use rflags

Additional
Instructions

Block 1Block 1

Block 2

Block 2

Block 3

Block 3

Block 4

Block 4

Figure 8: Comparison of the code block lengths in the orig-

inal verification function and an adversary-modified verifica-

tion function. The adversary moves its code blocks in memory

so that the entry points of its code blocks are at addresses that

are a power of two.

In the second memory copy attack shown in Figure 3(c), the ad-

versary keeps the unmodified verification function at the correct

memory location, but computes the checksum using a modified

checksum code that runs at different memory locations. In this

case, the entry points of the adversary’s code blocks will be dif-

ferent, so the adversary would have to generate different jump ad-

dresses. Since we include the jump addresses in the checksum, the

adversary would also have to generate the correct jump addresses.

Hence, the adversary’s checksum code blocks would be larger than

128 bytes. As before, to accommodate the larger blocks, the adver-

sary would move its code blocks apart and align the entry points

at 256 byte boundaries (Figure 8). Then, the adversary can gener-

ate its jump address by left-shifting the correct jump address and

by changing one or more bits in the resulting value using a logical

operation. To restore the correct jump address, the adversary has to

undo the changes either by loading an immediate value or by using

a right-shift by 1 and a logical operation. In any case, the adver-

sary’s time overhead for this memory copy attack is greater than

the time overhead for first memory copy attack.

In the third memory copy attack shown in Figure 3(d), both

the unmodified verification function and the adversary’s checksum

code are not present at the correct memory locations. Thus, this

attack is a combination of the first and the second memory copy

attacks. The adversary’s time overhead for this memory copy at-

tack is the same as the time overhead for the second memory copy

attack.

Variable instruction length. The x86 Instruction Set Architecture

(ISA) supports variable length instructions. Hence, the adversary

can reduce the size of the checksum code blocks by replacing one

or more instructions with shorter variants that implement the same

operation with the same or shorter latency. The adversary can use

the space saved in this manner to implement the memory copy at-

tacks without its code block size exceeding 128 bytes. To prevent

this attack, we carefully select the instructions used in the check-

sum code blocks so that they are the smallest instructions able to

perform a given operation with minimum latency.

Execution environment for untampered code execution. In or-

der to get the guarantee of execution at the highest privilege level

with maskable interrupts turned off, the checksum code incorpo-

rates the CPU flags in the checksum. The flags register on the x86

architecture, rflags, can only be accessed if it is pushed onto the

stack. Since we use to the stack to hold a part of the checksum,

we need to ensure that pushing the rflags onto the stack does

Low Address High Address

Empty Empty

Checksum Piece 1 Checksum Piece 2
SP2SP1

Figure 9: The layout of the stack on an x86 processor with

EM64T extensions. Both checksum pieces are 8 bytes long and

are aligned on 16-byte boundaries. The empty regions are also

8 bytes long. The stack pointer is assigned at random to one of

the two locations SP1 or SP2.

not overwrite the part of the checksum that is on the stack. Also,

a processor with EM64T extensions always pushes the processor

state starting at a 16-byte boundary on receiving interrupts or ex-

ceptions. Thus, we need to make sure that the checksum pieces on

the stack are aligned on 16-byte boundaries so they will be over-

written when an interrupt or exception occurs.

Figure 9 shows the stack layout we use for x86 processors with

EM64T extensions. Our stack layout has checksum pieces alternat-

ing with empty slots. All four elements are eight bytes in size. The

checksum code moves the stack pointer so that the stack pointer

points either to location SP1 or to location SP2. On the x86 ar-

chitecture, the stack grows downwards from high addresses to low

addresses. To push an item onto the stack, the processor first decre-

ments the stack pointer and then writes the item to the memory

location pointed to by the stack pointer. With EM64T extensions,

pushes and pops normally operate on 8-byte data. Since the stack

pointer is always initialized to either SP1 or to SP2, a push of the

rflags register will always write the flags to one of the empty 8-

byte regions. If an interrupt or exception were to occur, the proces-

sor would push 40 bytes of data onto the stack, thereby overwriting

either checksum piece 1 or both checksum pieces.

We keep checksum pieces on the stack to prevent the adversary

from getting control through an exception or a non-maskable inter-

rupt. However, the x86 architecture has a special non-maskable in-

terrupt called SystemManagement Interrupt (SMI), which switches

the processor into the SystemManagement Mode (SMM). The pur-

pose of SMM is to fix chipset bugs and for hardware control.

The SMI does not save the processor state on the stack. So, it

is not possible to prevent the SMI by keeping checksum pieces on

the stack. Since the SMI is a special-purpose interrupt, we assume

that it never occurs when the verification function runs. During our

experiments, we found this assumption to be true all the time. In

Section 5.4, we discuss how we can extend the current implemen-

tation of Pioneer to handle the SMI.

Description of verification function code. Figure 10 shows the

pseudocode of one code block of the verification function. The

block performs six actions: 1) deriving the next pseudo-random

value from the T-function; 2) generating the jump address, the stack

pointer, and the data pointer using the current value of the check-

sum, 3) pushing rflags onto the stack, 4) reading a memory loca-

tion containing the verification function, 5) updating the checksum

using the memory read value, previous value of the checksum, the

output of the T-function, the rflags register, and the jump ad-

dress, and 6) rotating the checksum using the rotate instruction.

The checksum is made up of twelve 64-bit pieces, ten in the

registers and two on the stack. The checksum code uses all sixteen

general purpose registers.

Figure 11 shows the assembler code of one block of the verifi-

cation function. The code shown is not the optimized version but a

verbose version to aid readability.
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Challenge Response Results

time advantage. However, the time overhead of the adversary’s

checksum code increases linearly with the number of iterations of

the checksum loop. Thus, the dispatcher can ask the untrusted plat-

form to perform a sufficient number of iterations so that the ad-

versary’s time overhead is at least greater than the adversary time

advantage.

The expression for the number of iterations of the checksum loop

to be performed by the untrusted platform can be derived as fol-

lows. Let c be the clock speed of the CPU, a be the time advantage

of the theoretically best adversary, o be the adversary’s overhead

per iteration of the checksum loop represented in CPU cycles, and

n is the number of iterations. Then n > c!a
o to prevent false nega-

tives3 in the case of the theoretically best adversary.

Experimental results. To calculate the time advantage of the

theoretically best adversary, we need to know the upper bound

on the RTT and the time saved by pre-warming the caches. We

determine the RTT upper bound by observing the ping latency

for different hosts on our LAN segment. This gives us an RTT

upper bound of 0.25ms since all ping latencies are smaller than

this value. Also, we calculate the amount of time that cache pre-

warming saves the adversary by running the checksum code with

and without pre-warming the caches and observing the running

times using the CPU’s rdtsc instruction. The upper bound on

the cache pre-warming time is 0.0016ms. Therefore, for our exper-

iments we fix the theoretically best adversary’s time advantage to

be 0.2516ms. The attack that has the least time overhead is the first

memory copy attack, which has an overhead of 0.6 CPU cycles per

iteration of the checksum loop. The untrusted platform has a 2.8

GHz CPU. Using these values, we determine the required number

of checksum loop iterations to be 1,250,000. To prevent false pos-

itives due to RTT variations, we double the number of iterations to

2,500,000.

The dispatcher knows, r, the time taken by the correct checksum

code to carry out 2,500,000 iterations. It also knows that the upper

bound on the RTT, rtt. Therefore, the dispatcher considers any

checksum result that is received after time r+ rtt to be late. This

threshold is the adversary detection threshold.

We place the dispatcher at two different physical locations on

our LAN segment. We run our experiments for 2 hours at each lo-

cation. Every 2 minutes, the dispatcher sends a challenge to the un-

trusted platform. The untrusted platform returns a checksum com-

puted using the correct checksum code. On receiving the response,

the dispatcher sends another challenge. The untrusted platform re-

turns a checksum computed using the adversary’s checksum code,

in response to this challenge. Both the dispatcher and the untrusted

platform measure the time taken to compute the two checksums

using the CPU’s rdtsc instruction. The time measured on the un-

trusted platform for the adversary’s checksum computation is the

checksum computation time of the theoretically best adversary.

Figures 12 and 13 show the results of our experiments at the

two physical locations on the LAN segment. Based on the results,

we observe the following points: 1) even the running time of the

theoretically best adversary is greater than the Adversary Detection

Threshold, yielding a false negative rate of 0%; 2) the checksum

computation time shows a very low variance, that we have a fairly

deterministic runtime; 3) we observe some false positives (5 out of

60) at location 2, which we can avoid by better estimating the RTT.

We suggest two methods for RTT estimation. First, the dis-

patcher measures the RTT to the untrusted platform just before it

sends the challenge and assumes that the RTT will not significantly

3A false negative occurs when Pioneer claims that the untrusted platform is uncom-

promised when the untrusted platform is actually compromised.
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Figure 13: Result from Location 2.

increase in the few tens of milliseconds between the time it mea-

sures the RTT and the time it receives the checksum packet from

the untrusted platform. Second, the dispatcher can take RTT mea-

surements at coarser time granularity, say every few seconds, and

use these measurements to update its current value of the RTT.

5.4 Discussion

We now discuss virtual-memory-based attacks, issues concerning

the practical deployment of Pioneer, and potential extensions to the

current implementation of Pioneer to achieve better properties.

Implementing the verification function as SMM module. The

System Management Mode (SMM) is a special operating mode

present on all x86 CPUs. Code running in the SMM mode runs

at the highest CPU privilege level. The execution environment pro-

vided by SMM has the following properties that are useful for im-

plementing Pioneer: 1) all interrupts, including the Non-Maskable

Interrupt (NMI) and the System Management Interrupt (SMI), and

all exceptions are disabled by the processor, 2) paging and virtual

memory are disabled in SMM, which precludes virtual-memory-

based attacks, and 3) real-mode style segmentation is used, making

it easier to defend against the segmentation-based memory copy

attack.

Virtual-memory-based attacks. There are two ways in which the

adversary might use virtual memory to attack the verification func-
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time advantage. However, the time overhead of the adversary’s

checksum code increases linearly with the number of iterations of

the checksum loop. Thus, the dispatcher can ask the untrusted plat-

form to perform a sufficient number of iterations so that the ad-

versary’s time overhead is at least greater than the adversary time

advantage.

The expression for the number of iterations of the checksum loop

to be performed by the untrusted platform can be derived as fol-

lows. Let c be the clock speed of the CPU, a be the time advantage

of the theoretically best adversary, o be the adversary’s overhead

per iteration of the checksum loop represented in CPU cycles, and

n is the number of iterations. Then n > c!a
o to prevent false nega-

tives3 in the case of the theoretically best adversary.

Experimental results. To calculate the time advantage of the

theoretically best adversary, we need to know the upper bound

on the RTT and the time saved by pre-warming the caches. We

determine the RTT upper bound by observing the ping latency

for different hosts on our LAN segment. This gives us an RTT

upper bound of 0.25ms since all ping latencies are smaller than

this value. Also, we calculate the amount of time that cache pre-

warming saves the adversary by running the checksum code with

and without pre-warming the caches and observing the running

times using the CPU’s rdtsc instruction. The upper bound on

the cache pre-warming time is 0.0016ms. Therefore, for our exper-

iments we fix the theoretically best adversary’s time advantage to

be 0.2516ms. The attack that has the least time overhead is the first

memory copy attack, which has an overhead of 0.6 CPU cycles per

iteration of the checksum loop. The untrusted platform has a 2.8

GHz CPU. Using these values, we determine the required number

of checksum loop iterations to be 1,250,000. To prevent false pos-

itives due to RTT variations, we double the number of iterations to

2,500,000.

The dispatcher knows, r, the time taken by the correct checksum

code to carry out 2,500,000 iterations. It also knows that the upper

bound on the RTT, rtt. Therefore, the dispatcher considers any

checksum result that is received after time r+ rtt to be late. This

threshold is the adversary detection threshold.

We place the dispatcher at two different physical locations on

our LAN segment. We run our experiments for 2 hours at each lo-

cation. Every 2 minutes, the dispatcher sends a challenge to the un-

trusted platform. The untrusted platform returns a checksum com-

puted using the correct checksum code. On receiving the response,

the dispatcher sends another challenge. The untrusted platform re-

turns a checksum computed using the adversary’s checksum code,

in response to this challenge. Both the dispatcher and the untrusted

platform measure the time taken to compute the two checksums

using the CPU’s rdtsc instruction. The time measured on the un-

trusted platform for the adversary’s checksum computation is the

checksum computation time of the theoretically best adversary.

Figures 12 and 13 show the results of our experiments at the

two physical locations on the LAN segment. Based on the results,

we observe the following points: 1) even the running time of the

theoretically best adversary is greater than the Adversary Detection

Threshold, yielding a false negative rate of 0%; 2) the checksum

computation time shows a very low variance, that we have a fairly

deterministic runtime; 3) we observe some false positives (5 out of

60) at location 2, which we can avoid by better estimating the RTT.

We suggest two methods for RTT estimation. First, the dis-

patcher measures the RTT to the untrusted platform just before it

sends the challenge and assumes that the RTT will not significantly

3A false negative occurs when Pioneer claims that the untrusted platform is uncom-

promised when the untrusted platform is actually compromised.
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increase in the few tens of milliseconds between the time it mea-

sures the RTT and the time it receives the checksum packet from

the untrusted platform. Second, the dispatcher can take RTT mea-

surements at coarser time granularity, say every few seconds, and

use these measurements to update its current value of the RTT.

5.4 Discussion

We now discuss virtual-memory-based attacks, issues concerning

the practical deployment of Pioneer, and potential extensions to the

current implementation of Pioneer to achieve better properties.

Implementing the verification function as SMM module. The

System Management Mode (SMM) is a special operating mode

present on all x86 CPUs. Code running in the SMM mode runs

at the highest CPU privilege level. The execution environment pro-

vided by SMM has the following properties that are useful for im-

plementing Pioneer: 1) all interrupts, including the Non-Maskable

Interrupt (NMI) and the System Management Interrupt (SMI), and

all exceptions are disabled by the processor, 2) paging and virtual

memory are disabled in SMM, which precludes virtual-memory-

based attacks, and 3) real-mode style segmentation is used, making

it easier to defend against the segmentation-based memory copy

attack.

Virtual-memory-based attacks. There are two ways in which the

adversary might use virtual memory to attack the verification func-
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What About False Positives?

Pioneer runtime has very little variation

But RTT has larger variation

Therefore, need to measure RTT more frequently
and for individual machines (not entire network)

Just before sending challenge

Continuously for all machines



Application Results

Rootkit detector for Fedora Core 2 version of Linux

Verifies kernel, incl. text segment, syscall table, modules

1. Introduction: “Our rootkit detector was able to 
detect all publically-known rootkits for this series of 
the Linux kernel”

6. Applications: “successfully detected adore-ng-0.53, 
the only publically-known rootkit for the 2.6 version of 
the Linux kernel”

Editorial: What a difference 14 pages make...
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